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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND STATEMENT OP LIMITATIONS
One of the greatest impacts of World War II on edu-
cation was that it made school teachers and administrators
conscious of the potentialities in a more extensive use of
audio-visual aids in the classroom. Just prior to the war,
and during the war technical advancements in the 16mm sound
projector, the improvement in quality of the teaching film,
the adaptation of radio to teaching purposes, and the avail-
ability of records and transcriptions gave a tremendous
impetus to the already fast moving trend away from the tra-
ditional or formal classroom toward the classroom in which
the pupils learn through direct and vicarious experiences.
I . THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem . The purpose of this study
was (1) to ascertain the exact amount and types of projec-
tion equipment owned by the elementary schools of Worcester,
Massachusetts; (2) to ascertain the amount and types of
equipment for audio reproduction; (3) to determine the ade-
quacy of building facilities for using the equipment; (4) to
investigate the current practices of those teachers using
the above mentioned audio-visual aids; and (5) to submit
recommendations to the superintendent of schools for
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improving this phase of the educational program.
Delimitations of the study . Audio-visual material,
interpreted broadly. Includes all materials read, observed
or heard. However, the terra is usually limited to those
teaching aids which help pupils to learn by looking and
listening.^ This study was not concerned with the gamut of
audio-visual aids, but only with those dependent upon pro-
jection, playback instruments and the radio.
The four senior high schools, the two junior high
schools, and the Vocational School were not included. The
use of audio-visual aids in the secondary schools presented
problems quite different from the problems encountered in
the elementary schools. A separate study on this phase
should be undertaken in the near future.
II. HISTORY OP AUDIO-VISUAL AID IN WORCESTER
Early history . Superior teachers have tried always
to make for realism in the classroom. Slide projectors and
opaque projectors, some the model of years ago, can be
found in use in schools today, giving proof that projected
materials, as an aid to teaching, is not entirely new. In-
dividual schools purchased hundreds of Keystone Slides with
Edgar Bruce Wesley, Mary A. Adams, Teaching Social
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3funds obtained from other than school budgets. Projectors
were obtained in the same manner. Administrators took no
financial responsibility in furthering the use of projection
materials
.
The advent of the silent motion picture . As pro-
fessional journals, magazines, and research studies began
to make teachers and principals aware of the value of silent
motion pictures in the classroom, local advocates aroused
interest among their fellow teachers and principals. A
committee was formed in 1939 which raised funds in the
several schools to pay for one complete set of the Chronicles
of America Photoplays . The schools, their pupils, and parent
groups then turned their combined efforts toward the purchase
of silent 16imn projectors.
It was at that time that the School Department took
official recognition of the movement. Several of the smaller
schools were unable to finance the purchase of projectors.
Two silent projectors were purchased by the Department for
use in any school that would transport a projector and films.
A committee was chosen to select additional films. As a
result, thirty Eastman Teaching Films and twelve Castle
films were purchased from the budget of the School Depart-
ment and added to the library.
The original depository was established at the Oxford
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for maintaining the films and reproducing study guides for
the Chronicles of America. General supervision of the pro-
gram was under the guidance of the then Executive Assistant
to the Superintendent of Schools.
In 1941 two sound projectors were purchased and the
Initial payment made on the purchase of fifty Erpl Sound
Films. Arrangements were made with the Division of Teaching
Aids at Boston University School of Education for the rental
of additional films. A projectionist was employed and a
clerk assigned half-time to schedule and repair films. At
the end of the year the projectionist was dismissed. The
sound program continued to function only where Individual
teachers and principals were willing to take the initiative
to transport projectors and films. Silent films v/ere dis-
tributed through the mail boxes at the central office. Even
under such adverse conditions, the use of films and projected
materials mounted steadily.
At the opening of the fall session in 1944, the
Division of Visual Aids was moved to more spacious quarters
at the newly renovated Administration Annex. The clerk was
assigned full time to that office. The truckman began
making deliveries of the sound and silent projectors and
other equipment to schools requesting use of the aids. A
descriptive catalogue of all aids in the library was pre-
pared and distributed to all schools. The Superintendent of
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5the use of material Increasing, and that the v/ork needed
'I
direction. Within the school year he assigned the Executive
|;
Assistant to take charge and devote his full time to the '
management and direction of the Division of Audio-Visual
i
Aids .
As funds were made available, a committee of teachers :
and principals met after school hours to preview and select
films for addition to the library. Individual schools pur- :
chased sound projectors with their own funds in some in-
stances, or paid part of the cost, with the School Department
contributing the remainder. In 1946 two new sound projectors
were purchased by the Department for use throughout the
city’s schools.
In the spring of 1947 the Department of Audio-Visual
Education was established with a full-time director.
Table I shows the increase in use of materials dis-
tributed from the Audio-Visual Aids Center. The totals
include films, film strips, glass slides, sound and silent
projectors, film strip projectors, and glass slide projec-
tors .
III. THE NEED FOR THE STUDY
Increase in use and cost of operation . Table I
shows that use of materials increased 162 per cent over a
five year period. The records of the Department for the
first four months of the 1947-48 school year showed no
,V i? - ,
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NULIBER OP REQUESTS FOR PROJECTORS AND
PROJECTION MATERIALS FURNISHED TO THE
WORCESTER SCHOOLS BY THE TEACHING AIDS CENTER
BY SCHOOL YEARS
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7decline in this rate of increase. The actual figures for
the corresponding months in 1947 were 1293, as compared with
1099 in 1946. When any phase of the city’s educational
program reaches that stage of importance, it is the duty of
the executives and supervisors to see that the money and the
efforts expended are furthering the goals of education to a
degree commensurate with cost.
The actual cost of operation was relatively low when
compared with the cost of similar departments in other
2
cities of comparable size. The per pupil cost for all
schools, including secondary, never exceeded thirty-three
cents per year. That cost included the salaries of the




The need for assistance and direction . The Worcester
school system has fifty-six elementary schools. Within the
year covered by this survey every school used materials from
the Audio-Visual Aids Center, some extensively, others only
in a negligible amount. The problems involved varied from
school to school. Principals and teachers needed assistance
and guidance in the use of these newer tools of teaching. '
National Education Association, Audio-Visual Edu -
cation in City School Systems (Research Bulletin Vol. 24,
No. 4. Washington, D. C.: National Education Association,
December, 1946), p. 163,
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8The need for enumeration
,
Investigation and evalua-
tion . Before any coordinated plan for' the future development
could be evolved, it was necessary to determine the present
status. There was no record of audio-visual equipment
located in the schools, nor v/as there knowledge of individual
building facilities for using present or future equipment.
When a building has neither electrical outlets nor dark
shades, a teacher cannot use projection in her teaching.
In schools where audio-visual aids were used exten-
sively, at least some kind of appraisal should be undertaken
to determine effective practices, that this information
might be passed on to those desiring to use the aids in the
future, and also to improve the program in the schools
appraised.
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REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE
For more than four hundred years educational leaders
and scholars have been advocating the adoption of "new
ideas" in the schools. The heart of these new ideas was
almost Invariably an attempt to put realism into teaching
and learning in place of the traditional formalism and ver-
balism.
Early reformers and advocates of realism . One of the
•7
first, according to Dale,'^ to rebel against the old strait-
jacket methods was Erasmus (1466-1536). He wanted children
to become acquainted with familiar objects end animals
through informal methods, and thus obtain ideas and under-
standings Instead of studying rules and forms which led to
mere memorization without utility.
The fact-getting, rule-learning methods continued
down through the centuries. Comenius (1592-1670), Rousseau
(1712-1778), Pestalozzi (1746-1827), and Proebel (1782-1852),
one after the other attempted to point out the fallacy of
using methods so completely unsuitable and contrary to the
interests of children.
2 Edgar Dale, Audio -Visual Methods in Teaching (New
York: The Duyden Press, Inc., 1946), pp. 56-62.
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I. THE SILENT MOTION PICTURE
||
I'
The royal -road-to-leamlng era. In all the history
ij
|j
of education, no single new educative device had so many ex-
|
|i travagant claims made in its name as were made for the
I
I
moving picture as a technique for teaching.
Typical of this early enthusiasm is an account of the
use of moving pictures in a Wisconsin school in 1914.
|
4 ''
Du Breuil describes, in glowing terms, the effect on school
|
children of seeing moving pictures in the schoolroom. The I
I
viewing of Just one film was credited with determining the
life occupation of some students. With reference to the pit-!
iful ignorance of children regarding Old Testament Bible
1
stories, she writes, "A few years of concerted action with
motion pictures on biblical lore would entirely dissipate
!
this ignorance.”^ Again, she predicted "a royal road to
learning*’ along which there would be no stumbling because
it would be so well lighted on the screen.
One of the most ardent proponents for use of the new
device for educational purposes was its inventor, Thomas A.
g
Edison. In an Interview, reported by Y/eir, Edison
4
Alice Jouveau Du Breuil, ’’The Moving Picture and
the School," Educational Review
,
49: 204-11, February, 1915.
5 Loc . cit .
^ Hugh Weir, "What Edison Would Like To Do With the
Movies." Collier *s. 75 s 20-21. February 21^ 1925.
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prophesied that in ten years the textbook, as the principal
mediiun of teaching, would be as obsolete as the horse and
buggy, and that the printed lesson would be largely supple-
mental to the motion picture. In his mind, the motion pic-
ture had no limitations.
Establishing the true value of motion pictures in
education . When educators realized that the advent of the
motion picture would not, in itself, bring on the millennium,
research in the true sense of the word was started. Attempts
were made to determine the effectiveness and possible contri-
butions that motion pictures would be expected to make in
7
education. But as Hoban points out, most of these studies
were intended to define the functions of motion pictures in
education, and to discover how much films added to what was
already being done with books and other current methods of
teaching. Only within the past few years has the emphasis
of studies been directed toward discovering the different
kinds of experiences that motion pictures could provide, the
integration of these experiences with those supplied by other
mediums, and their direction toward the broader goals of the
curriculum. The newer philosophy of education does not limit
its objectives to the acquisition of facts and book knowledge ;l
1
7 I'
Charles F. Hoban, Jr., Focus on Leamlng (Washington,
D. C., American Council on Education, 1942), p. 5.
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but rather to the development of the whole child. His
skills, habits, attitudes, and abilities, as well as his ^
store of information, are the concern of the educator.
The period 1924 -1950 . There were few serious attempts]
at research in the value of the moving picture in education !
prior to this period. They can not be held truly significant!
for several reasons* (1) the films were 35ram, and could not
be projected under normal classroom conditions; (2) they
were not specifically constructed for teaching purposes, but
were produced by industrial concerns for indirect advertising
purposes; (3) the sampling was neither wide nor representa-
tive; (4) the testing program was often biased in favor of
the experimental group.
Freeman was among that group of educators who, at an
early date, realized that motion pictures would not be a
0
panacea. In an article written by him in 1922
,
he pointed
out that most new movements in education pass through three
stages: (1) undiscriminating propaganda in favor of the new
materials or methods, (2) reaction and decline beyond the
point of equilibrium into disfavor, and (3) the discovery
that truth lies between the extremes. Visual education at
that time was in the first stage. He made a plea for
® Prank N. Freeman, ^’Research Versus Propaganda in
Visual Education,” The Journal of Educational Psychology,
j
13; 257-266, May, 1^.
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research to discover the types of visual material which were
best adapted to the visual presentation, and the manner in
which the material could best be organized.
9Within the next year. Freeman directed such a study
as he had advocated. The study was conducted by the Univer-
sity of Chicago under a grant from the Commonwealth Fund.
With the assistance of twelve collaborators, thirteen sepa-
rate studies were made which attempted to compare various
methods of presenting motion pictures with other visual and
nonvisual methods of instruction. The experiments covered
a wide variety of the subjects in the curriculum.
Undoubtedly, the most significant finding was that
motion pictures did not provide the "royal road to learning"
promised by the overenthusiastic early proponents, and that
the outcomes fell far short of expectations. These experi-
ments did point the way to further and more extensive re-
search. Since most of the experiments were carried out with
single units that required one class period only, the effect
on larger educational goals could not be measured, nor was
any serious attempt made to do so. In the conclusions
Preeman^*^ did point out that the motion picture is superior
9
Frank N. Freeman, Editor, Visual Education ; A Com-
parative Study of Motion Pictures and Other Methods of
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[:
to any other device when it is essential that the pupil grasp
|i
tj the nature of movement. It was found that there was a
I
smaller percentage of loss on the memory tests in the case
I
j
of the film groups than of the groups which were given other
j
methods of presentation, with one exception. The suggestion
I
was made that films should be designed to furnish to the
I
teacher otherwise inaccessible raw materials of instruction.
Or in other words, to utilize the "peculiar value" of films
which lies in their "ability to furnish a peculiar type of
content of experience." In addition, it was pointed out
that motion seemed to make objects attractive and resulted
in closer attention followed by better learning. But, he
warned, it did not appear that motion pictures were out-
standing and unparalleled in awakening interest, or stimula-
ting interest when compared with other modern methods of
instruction.
Within a few years other noteworthy studies were
11
carried out. Wood and Freeman, under a grant from the
Eastman Kodak Company, undertook an extensive investigation
which included eleven thousand students from twelve cities.
The purpose of this study was to measure the value of an
integrated series of twenty motion pictures when used as
an integral part of instruction in geography and in general
Ben D. Wood and Frank N. Freeman, Motion Pictures
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science. Attempts were made to have the control and experi-
mental groups equal in intelligence, initial scores on com-
prehensive tests, and in type of instruction received. Yet,
it was quite definitely shown that the control group started
the experiment with appreciable advantages in the first two
mentioned. The experiment covered a period of twelve weeks.
This study did not limit itself to measuring the
increase of factual learning, but attempted to measure the
film’s contribution to motivating greater pupil activity in
the subjects studied, the improvement of descriptive pro-
cesses, and in promoting understandings of causes, effects
and relationships. Three comprehensive tests and one topi-
cal test were used at the end of the experiment. Regarding
the results of the comprehensive tests, the tables showed a
difference in gain in general science of 14.5 per cent of
the standard deviation of the scores of the combined groups
in favor of the film group. This gain was 11 per cent of
12
the average gain of both groups
. In geography, the
superiority of the experimental film groups ’ final scores
over those of the control group was 52.2 per cent of the
standard deviation of the scores of both groups, and was
17.9 per cent of the average gain of both groups. ^
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teachers of the experimental classes, which were returned by
93 per cent of the teachers participating, the author states
the following:
A tabulation of the X (experimental) teachers’
answers to each of the ten questions of the questionnaire
shows that the teachers are overwhelmingly convinced
that the Eastman Teaching Films are highly effective in
arousing and maintaining interest, in increasing the
quantity and quality of the reading, project work,
classroom discussion and writing; in promoting a more
thorough correlation of the materials on the part of
the students; in increasing the richness, accuracy and
meaningfulness of their experiences; in facilitating
the work of the teachers in organizing the lesson mater-
ials and in making teaching more pleasant and the self-
actlvity of the teachers greater.
Beginning in December, 1927, and continuing through
15
June, 1928, Knowlton and Tilton conducted an intensive
experiment in the seventh grade of a New Haven, Connecticut
junior high school. The grade consisted of 521 pupils
divided into fifteen sections. The purpose of the experi-
ment was to measure the contribution of the Chronicles of
America Photoplays to enrichment, retention and creation of
interest in the study of American history.
Twelve classes were selected, each of six teachers
taught both an experimental group and a control group. The
control classes were taught without the use of the films.
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only the experimental factor should differentiate the work.
The control group had certain advantages over the experi-
mental group in mental age, a larger percentage of boys, and
a four point superiority in school marks in English and math-
eraatics
.
Knowlton devised the teats to measure the results.
These were given before and after teaching, and given a
third time at a later date to measure retention. In order
to analyze the enrichment contributed by the Photoplays,
the test questions were separated into four groups. It is
the study of the results of each group that is of the most
value to a student of audio-visual methods. The first
group considered questions calling for a knowledge of time.
The second group concerned questions calling for knowledge
of historical geography. The third was a group of questions
dealing with knowledge of persons. And the fourth group
contained the questions on interaction of events, or causal
relationships, or interrelationships other than time.
In summarizing the results of the experiment, the
authors point out the shortcomings resulting from the use
17
of films, as well as their contributions. The overall
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per cent more than the control group. In teaching time re-
lationships, the Photoplays interfered to the extent of 10
per cent. In retention tests the loss on time relationship
questions was 20 per cent. Due to this factor, the overall
retention superiority of the experimental group fell from
19 per cent to 12 per cent. The most outstanding superiority
for the film group was on retention of historical relation-
ships other than those of time. The experimental group
learned 35 per cent more on the immediate test, but remem-
bered 43 per cent more on the delayed test.
According to stenographic records taken in the class-
rooms, the pupils in the film group participated in classroom
discussion more than the non-film group to the extent of 10
per cent. Pupils did not do any more voluntary reading of
history outside the classroom as a result of seeing the
films. However, 40 per cent more voluntary supplementary
reading was done in the classroom by the film group.
18
A later experiment . Ten years later Wise conducted
a more thorough and more carefully controlled experiment
using the Chronicles of America Photoplays . He justified
the need for this second experiment on the facts that
Knowlton and Tilton’s experiment involved much artificiality.
Harry Arthur Wise^ Motion Pictures as an Aid in
Teaching ^erican History (Nev; Haven, Conn.: Yale University .
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in that a special course of study was prepared for use
19 !!
during the experiment, and that the presence of the observer
19in the classes constituted an unnatural situation. In
addition, it is interesting to note that when Knowlton and
Tilton measured the progress of both the control and experi-
mental groups by administering the Van Wagonen American His-
tory Information Scale at the beginning and at the end of
the experiment, it was foimd that both groups’ progress was
20
far above normal. This abnormally high amount of progress
indicated unusual effort on the part of the teachers and a
non-typical classroom situation. However, the experimental
group showed only a slight superiority on their test. An-
other justification cited was, according to the author, that
no previous study dealt entirely with students who had been
taught by the same teacher and who had been paired on the
21basis of ability, achievement in history, and sex.
The experiment took place in the eleventh grade in
five Missouri towns with nearly one thousand children parti-
cipating. The time involved was eighteen weeks. Standard
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The outstanding findings for the experiment were as
I follows
:
1. The mean gain for the experimental group over the con-
trol group was 17.1 per cent on the comprehensive
objective test.
2. Boys benefited considerably more than girls from seeing
the Photoplays.
3. The highest quartile gained the most, but the greatest
difference in gain was with the lowest quartile.
4. In analyzing the results on questions on various phases,
Wise’s findings were in substantial accord with Knowlton
and Tilton’s, in that the greatest difference in gain
in favor of the experimental group was with historical
characters, causal relationships, and social and eco-
nomic relations, and least on the questions dealing with
dates and chronological order.
5. A gain of 18.3 per cent of mean gain obtained on the
Columbia Research Bureau American History Test, using
Form A at the beginning and Form B at the end of the
experiment, showed that the tests constructed for use
with the experiment were not biased in favor of the
study, but contained a high degree of validity, relia-
bility, and adequacy.
Knowlton ’s test results did not have any such com
with the standardized test used with
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that experiment. In conclusion, Wise says that all parts
of the data obtained in the study point so conclusively in
the same direction that he is justified in stating that
motion pictures have a high relative value when used as a
22
supplement to the usual instructional procedure.
II. THE SOUND MOTION PICTURE
Experimental research had definitely established the
value of using silent motion pictures in the classroom when
the sound moving picture arrived on the scene. The question
soon arose as to whether 'or not this new raediiim of commimi-
catlon should become a tool of the teacher.
23
To answer this question, Rulon experimented with
general science instruction at the ninth grade level, com-
paring results obtained when using films with the results
obtained with a non-film group. A total of 2660 pupils
participated in the experiment. Such careful equating of
groups was obtained at the outset that the author claimed
that it was inconceivable that any appreciable difference
in the results could be attributed to im.balance. As a






Philip Justin Rulon, The Sound Motion Picture in
Science Teaching (Cambridge j Harvard University Press,
1933 ) , 236 pp.
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This group was studying general science, hut received no
I
instruction on the topics studied by the experimental and
it
primary control groups. The films and a special textbook
were produced specially for use during the experiment.
It was found that in immediate achievement, the
technique employing the sound motion picture films was 20.5
per cent more effective from the instructional standpoint
than was the usual unaided presentation. Even greater super-
iority was shown on retention tests administered three and
one half months later. The superiority amounted to 36.5 per
cent. Even though the control group was superior on
strictly textbook items on the Immediate tests, that group
had forgotten such a large portion of the same textbook
items that its members scored no higher on the retention
tests than the film group on the same items. Eduction items
were remembered much better by the film group. It was
stated that, not only did the film group learn more and
remember more, but also remembered a larger percentage of
the larger amount learned. This was contrary to the findings
24
of Knowlton and Tilton. However, Knowlton and Tilton con-
tributed a largo portion of loss on the retention tests to
the forgetting of time items and relationships. In general
science there is no comparable element.
A pertinent observation was made in connection with
24
Knowlton and Tilton, op. cit., p. 64.
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Rulon’s experiment. The two topics studied were physiography
and biology. The film group showed a greater superiority
over the control group in physiography than was shown in
biology. It was deduced that this additional gain resulted
from superior films on that topic. The producer, teachers,
and pupils were in general agreement that the physiography
films were better. Prom this it must be kept in mind that
the quality of the films is an important factor, and that
films must aim directly at the content of the instructional
program, and present specifically the facts and relationships
which the teacher wants her pupils to remember.
25
At the same time Amspiger was conducting an exper-
iment on the effectiveness of films in teaching science and
music. His findings were in substantial accord with Rulon’s
in that he found that the sound motion picture made marked
26
and lasting contributions to learning.
III. LITERATURE ON AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS AND METHODS
Pew phases of the school program have received the
widespread attention that has been given to audio-visual
materials and procedures. When research had firmly
25
Varney C. Annspiger, Me asuring the Effectiveness
of Sound Motion Pictures as Teaching Aids (New York: Bureau
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established the fact that the integrated use of audio-visual
aids in the classroom resulted in more and better learning
by the pupils, there began to appear textbooks intended to
give teachers the theory of, and to direct them in the use of
1
these aids. The two general texts still in current use are
27 28by Hoban, Hoban, and Zisraan, and by McKown and Roberts.
I’The most recent contribution in the general field was written
29by Dale. It is a comprehensive treatment of the subject,
organized into three sections. The first section deals with
the theory underlying the use of audio-visual materials; the
second describes and discusses the several types of materials;
and the third section discusses the actual use of the mater-
ials in the classroom, the administration, evaluation, and
preparation of materials.
One of the features of this book is the author’s dis-
cussion and classification of the types of pupil experiences
and degree of abstraction which range from the direct pur-
30
poseful experience to the verbal symbol.
27
C. P. Hoban, G. P. Hoban, Jr., and S. B. Zisman,
Visualizing the Curriculum (New York: The Dryden Press, Inc.,
1937), 300 pp.
28
H. C. McKown, and A. B. Roberts, Audio -Visual Aids
to Instruction (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Go., T940TT
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In the periodical field. Educational Screen has
served as the leading magazine for nearly thirty years.
It keeps the reader informed as to materials and methods
of all types of audio-visual aids. Within the past few
32
years a new publication. See and Hear , has served much
the same purpose. Another valuable contribution is the
33
monthly Hews Letter which gives news and editorial com-
ment on audio-visual materials.
That our learned organizations are deeply concerned
with the problem is clearly shown by the amount of material
published on the subject through bulletins, studies, and
yearbooks. The American Council on Education has devoted
34
a series of nine studies to audio-visual education. Al-
though the project, at its inception, was concerned only
v/ith the m.otion picture In education, the sponsors have
realized that the motion picture is but one part of the
whole. The most recent study outlined a course for instruc-
' 31
Educational Screen (The Educational Screen, 64 E.
Lake Street, Chicago, 111. )
'
32
See and He ar (Audio-Visual Publications, Inc.,
157 E. Erie Street, Chicago 11, 111.)
33
Edgar Dale- and Hazel L. Gibbony, editors. Hews
Letter (Bureau of Educational Research, The Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio)
34 American Council on Education Studies (Series II-
Motion Pictures in Education, Nos. 1-9, Washington, D. C,j
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35
ting teachers in the broad use of all audio-visual aids.
As a result of the wartime use of audio-visual aids,
a flood of books and magazine articles have been urging
36
wider use of these materials in schools. But, as Hartley
says, the majority of these books and articles were so gen-
eral that there was a need for a specialized publication
giving specific advice and information to teachers. With
this in mind, the National Council for the Social Studies
designed its Eighteenth Yearbook to give help and insplra-
37
tion to the social studies teacher. Outstanding leaders
in the audio-visual field contributed to the publication.
The Association for Childhood Education issued a
bulletin within the past year on various phases of audio-
38
visual aids, in which Miller describes the practical use
of the radio in the classroom. She contends that the radio
can bring something into the classroom that the teacher
Elizabeth Goudy Noel and J. Paul Leonard, Founda-
tions for Teacher Education in Audio -Visual Instruction
(Series II - Motion Pictures in Education, Vol. 11, No. 9,
Washington, D. C.: American Council on. Education, 1947),
60 pp.
36
William H. Hartley, editor, Audio -Visual Materials
and Methods in the Social Studies (Washington, D. C.:
National Council for the Social Studies, 1947), p. vii
37
C * C X w
•
Ruth V/eir Miller, "Through Radio,” Us ing Audio -
Visual Materials with Children (Washington, D. C.: Associa-
tion For Childhood Education, 1947), pp. 22-25.
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alone cannot bring, and that it can serve to stimulate and
motivate .pupils toward further learning if properly correla-
ted with classroom work.
Radio in education has not, as yet, found its place,
even though it is recognized as an important factor in Amer-
ican life. As with the motion picture, early research
attempted to make a comparison of teaching with radio and
teaching without it. The real problem is to find radio’s
39
unique contributions, and to maice use of them. »Voelfel
points out seven ways of using radio in school which take
advantage of these unique contributions.
In many instances the radio program neither fits into
the classroom period nor coincides with the unit being
studied at the time. The elements of preparation and motiva-
tion cannot be worked up by the teacher. The transcription
seems to be an answer to these problems. When transcrip-
tions are more readily available, and classrooms are
equipped with playback instruments, this instructional aid
should receive more use by teachers. In a chapter,
4C
"Recordings", Lsvenson points out the two features that
make recordings of special significance to the teacher:
39
Norman Woe Ifel and I. Keith Tyler, Radio and the
School (Yonkers, N. Y. : World Book Co., 1945 ) , pp . 41-45.
40
William B. Levenson, Teaching Through Radio (New
York: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1945), pp. 264-66.
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flexibility and permanence. Neither feature applies to the
"live” programs.
Occasionally the value of audio-visual aids in teach- '
1
ing is brought before the general public in popular magazines.
I 41
In a recent issue Johnston pointed out that the number of
schools equipped with sound projectors has increased since
1936 from 485 to approximately 35,000. He called attention
also to the fact that some of the best pedagogical brains
in the country are being applied intensively to developing
libraries of "living textbooks". This article apparently
merited attention, as it was condensed and reprinted in
42
Re ader *3 Digest .
With such a wealth of literature on the subject of
audio-visual aids available, it would seem that every teacher
should be well informed. Yet, the fact remains that the
typical classroom teacher does not know of the existence of
the literature or of the significance of its content to her
daily task of training children for life.
Eric Johnston, "The Blackboard Gomes Alive,"
Liberty
,
24; 28-29, February, 1948.
42 Eric Johnston, "Blackboards Come Alive," Reader ^s
Diflest
. 52; 65-67, February, 1948.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE OP THE STUDY
The City of Worcester maintains fifty-six elementary
schools. These schools are under the supervision of fifty-
four supervising principals. The number of teachers in the
schools varies from three to twenty- three . The largest
school maintains regular elementary grades one through six,
and ungraded classes for boys and girls. In approximately
one half the schools, there are classes from the kinder-
garten through grade eight. Most of the remaining buildings
have classes from the kindergarten through grade six. Other
factors with wide variability are age and condition of
buildings, the state of over- or undercrowdedness, the degree
to which the buildings have been adapted for the use of
audio-visual aids, and the audio-visual equipment located in
the schools.
I. THE QUESTIONNAIRE TO ELEIffiNTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
In order to determine the existing status, a question
naire (see pages 30 to 32) was sent to all elementary school
principals on December 18, 1947. A letter accompanied the
questionnaire stating the general purpose of the survey, and
asked that appropriate items be checked. In addition, the
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facilities of the buildings for using audio-visual equipment,
to list the equipment needed at the buildings, and to sug-
gest improvements that could be carried out by the Depart-
ment of Audio-Visual Education for Improving the services
rendered to the schools. Questionnaires were returned by
all school principals before January 8, 1948. The question-
naires had received careful and considered attention, as
shown by the completeness and accuracy of the answers.
School Department
Worcester, Massachusetts
Department of Audio-Visual Education
December 18, 1947
TO ALL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS;
The Division of Audio-Visual Education is making a
survey of the present use of certain types of audio-visual
aids in our elementary schools. The purpose of the survey
is to ascertain the exact amount of equipment owned by the
schools, the use made of this equipment, and building facil-
ities for using it. It is hoped that, as a result of the
survey, more adequate equipment will be furnished to the
schools. In addition it is hoped that the director of the
department will receive many suggestions that will result
in improving the services rendered to the schools.
The use of projection materials and equipment has
increased three fold within the past four years. If this
rate of increase is to continue, it would be well to plan
for this expansion, and to direct its course. I am counting
on your assistance in the plan for the future.
A different questionnaire has been prepared for your
teachers. Distribute one questionnaire to each teacher in
your building. Please return the principal’s and the tea-
chers’ copies together before January 8th.
Approved for release Albert J. Dobie
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The audio-visual aids equip-
ment permsmently located at
my school is as follows:
1. Sound movie projector
Make of projector
2* Silent movie pro-
jector
Make of projector















(one speed 78 R.P.M.)
(regular phonograph)
LI. Record player
(two speed 78 R.P.M.









15. Public address sys-
tem to all rooms
16. Other - describe
Since December 1946, we have
borrowed from the Department




19. Glass slide projector
20. Opaque projector
21. Film strip projector
Building Facilities
22. There are classrooms
in my building that can
be darkened sufficiently
for projection purposes.
23. There is a special





25. My teachers would use
more projected materials
if building facilities
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Please list the audio-visual equipment needs for your
building.27.
Please list the improvements or changes in building
facilities that would make the use of audio-visual aids
more effective at your school.
28.
The projection materials offered by the Department of
Visual Education fill the needs of ray teachers.29.
Make suggestion of specific films, or areas in which
material should be added.
30.
What would improve the present service rendered by this
department?
The letter accompanying the questionnaire sent to
teachers was almost identical to the one sent to principals.
However, the items in the questionnaire (see pages 33 to 36)
dealt primarily with the amount of use in the classroom of
the various types of projected and audio materials, the
methods of using the materials, the adequacy of the building
facilities, and several items asking for suggestions and pos
slble improvements. The questionnaire was sent on December
18, 1947 to the teacher of every classroom in the fifty-six
elementary schools. The principal of each building was
responsible for returning the questionnaires to the Director
of Audio-Visual Education before January 8, 1948. The
Yes
No
II. THE QUESTIONNAIRE TO TEACHERS
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returns were not 100% as were those from the principals.
This was due primarily to the very large number of substitute
teachers employed in the schools. Principals used their own
judgment in the distribution of questionnaires to substitutes
In those instances where the substitutes had fulfilled regular
classroom duties over a relatively long period of time, they
answered the questionnaire as did regularly appointed teach-
ers. Short term substitutes made no returns.
School Department
Worcester, Massachusetts
Department of Audio-Visual Education
December 18, 1947
TO ALL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS:
The Division of Audio-Visual Education is making a
survey of the present use of certain types of audio-visual
aids in our elementary schools. The purpose of the survey
is to ascertain the exact amount of equipment owned by the
schools, the use made of this equipment, and building facil-
ities for using it. It is hoped, as a result of the survey,
more adequate equipment will be furnished to the schools.
In addition it is hoped that the director of the department
will receive many suggestions that will result in improving
the services rendered to the schools.
The use of projection materials and equipment has in-
creased three fold within the past four years. If this rate
of increase is to continue, it would be well to plan for
this expansion, and to direct its course. I am coimtlng on
your assistance in the plan for the future.
Please place the questionnaire in the envelope pro-
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1. Approximately how many sound films have been shown to i
your class since December 1946?
I
2. Approximately how many silent films have been shown
to your class since December 1S46?
3. I prefer sound films.
silent films.
4. My pupils prefer sound films.
silent films.
5. Approximately how many different times have glass
slides been shown to your class since December 1946?
6. Approximately how many different times have opaque
materials^J- been projected for your class since
December 1946?
__
7. Approximately how many film strips have been shown
to your class since December 1946?
___
8. Approximately how many phonograph records have
been played for your class since December 1946?
__
9. For what purpose are records played in your
classroom?
10, Approximately how many times has your class listened
to the radio in school since December 1946?
11. Approximately how many times have you made use of
assigned out-of-school radio listening since
December 1946?
Opaque materials refers to flat pictures and small
objects .
Irc;/Jo.^^
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If you have used radio with your class, as indicated in
item 10 or 11, describe briefly, i.e. tell the nature




If your school has a recording instrument, please des-
cribe its use with your class.
14. The pupils in my class see films in school
by themselves,
v/ith other classes.
15. I want my class to see films by themselves.
with other classes.











18. The films shown to my class are selected by me.
other teachers.
principal.
19. The use of films with my class is closely cor-
related v/lth the topic being studied at the time.
Yes
No
20. Approximately how many films have you used with
your class that were obtained from sources other
than the Division of Audio-Visual Education?
21. The facilities for projection in my building are
adequate. Yes
No
22. If answer to item 21 is 1^, please make suggestions
for improvement.
23. The films listed in the School Department’s AUDIO-
VISUAL EDUCATION CATALOGUE adequately fill the
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24. If answer to mimber 23 is please suggest material
or areas that should be added.
26. 7/ould you attend a series of conferences (without
credit) or a regular course (with semester hours credit)
on visual education conducted by a recognized authority
in visual education, beginning October 1948?
Conferences
Course
26. Please make any suggestion or criticism that will
improve the present service rendered by this de-
partment .
It could not be said that all the questionnaires re-
turned by the teachers attained as high a standard in quality
of answer as had been anticipated. There was evidence that
the teachers in some buildings collaborated. The tabulation
of results showed too close agreement. Individuality was
lacking, and the purpose defeated to some degree. However,
a large portion of the 521 questionnaires returned did show
careful consideration of all items. Many worthwhile sugges-
tions and criticisms were submitted on items requesting that
type answer,
A tabulation of the answers to each item on the two
questionnaires was made. The remainder of this study is
devoted to reporting the results of the tabulation, and to
analyzing the results for the purpose of improving the use of
audio-visual aids in the elementary schools of Worcester.
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Since two questionnaires were used in the study, each
is considered separately. The questions on each were
grouped into categories. Each question receives individual
consideration, followed by its relationship to the category,
and then as a part of the whole study.
I. THE QITESTICNNAIRE TO PRINCIPALS
Audio -visual equipment permanently loc ated at schools .
A total of ten sound motion picture projectors are located
in the schools. One of these serves two neighboring schools
under the same principal. Each is in excellent condition,
even though the ages vary from one month to six years.
Silent motion picture projectors are owned by thirty-
two schools. Two schools own both a sound and a silent pro-
jector. These figures show that fifteen schools have no
provision for showing any kind of moving pictures except
by borrowing a projector from the Teaching Aids Center.
Standard glass slide projectors are owned by twenty-
six schools. Adding the six combination opaque and glass
slide projectors brings the total to thirty-two schools
equipped to show glass slides.
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lower in number. Twelve schools only own either an opaque
projector or a combination opaque and standard glass slide
projector.
It was found that but one school has any projection
equipment for showing film strips. The one school mentioned
owns an adaptor for use on a glass slide projector. No
school has any facilities for projecting 2” x 2” slides.
Table II summarizes the projection equipment located in all
the elementary schools, and Table III shows the number of
schools equipped to project the various types of visual aids.
TABLE II
PROJECTION EQUIPMENT LOCATED
PERMANENTLY IN THE 56 ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS OP WORCESTER
Type of projector Number of projectors
Sound motion picture 10
Silent motion picture 32
Glass slide 26
Opaque 6
Combination opaque and glass slide 6
Film strip (adaptor) 1
Total 81
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NUMBER OP V/ORCESTER ELEl-IENTARY SCHOOLS
EQUIPPED TO PROJECT THE VARIOUS TYPES
OP VISUAL AIDS






2” X 2'* slides 0
-J^One sound projector is owned jointly by two
neighboring schools under the supervision of
the same principal.
^-Ji-This figure includes schools with either silent
or sound motion picture projectors.
In considering the over-all situation, as shown in
Tables II and III, the city’s elementary schools are in-
adequately equipped for projection. Nine schools have no
projection equipment of any kind.
With regard to screens, the situation is notably
better. Every school but one has a usable screen. There
are thirty-four of the glass-beaded type, and twenty-two
screens of other types. One school has two screens.
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Porty-foTir schools reported their screens as satisfactory,




contributory factor in the unsatisfactory group is the situ-
ation where the one screen in certain buildings is perma-
nently fixed to the wall in a regularly used classroom,
which necessitates the movement of classes whenever projec-^
tion is used.
Radio has never played an important role in the elemen-
tary schools for reasons that will be discussed more fully
under the section QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS. At the time
4
of the survey there were eleven schools owning radio
receivers
.
Facilities for playing phonograph records are at
thirty-three schools. Those Instruments vary in type and
quality from old style mechanical phonograph to expensive,
modern, combination record player and record.er.
The recorder, a relatively new aid to teaching, was
reported by eight schools. Five of the Instruments are
combination radio, recorder, and 78 R. P. M. record players.
The remaining three are combination recorder and record
player using either 78 R. P. M. or 33 l/3 R. P. M. Unfor-
tunately, not one of the instruments can make use of
sixteen inch transcriptions. A public address system to
all rooms was reported by one school. The system is capable
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any or all rooms in the building.





PERMANENTLY IN THE 56 ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS OF WORCESTER
Type of equipment Number
Radio 1
Record player, 78 R. P. M. 20
Record player, 78 R. P. M. and 35 l/3 R. P. M. 2
Combination record player and radio 5
Combination record player, recorder and radio 5
Combination record player and recorder 3
Public address system to all rooms 1
Total 37
Audio-visual equipment borrowed by schools from the
Teaching Aids Center . With school-otmed equipment so in-
adequate, the best substitute is to lend projectors of all
types to schools requesting their use. The Teaching Aids
Center has three sound projectors, two silent projectors,
y
two glass slide projectors, one opaque projector, and one
[r .3nlM !;id erl^ nl aciooT IX« io /
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film strip projector available for use at any school. This
equipment is scheduled for use far in advance. Within
three weeks after the opening of a semester, the usual situ-
ation is a complete booking of all motion picture projectors
up to the last few days of that semester. The length of
time allotted to each school is limited to two or three
reservations per month for one or two days each time.
Booking projectors and films long in advance of the time of
showing is definitely not the best practice. A more feasible
method used by a few schools is to reserve a projector at
intervals throughout the semester, and order films a week
or two in advance of the showing. In that way, teachers
have films closely correlated v/ith the unit being studied.
Advance, semester booking of films should be discontinued
as soon as possible. That possibility will come only with
a considerable increase in the number of sound projectors
in the schools
.
All projectors are delivered by the School Department
truckman. Delivery service is efficient and on time. Ordin-
arily, one school day only elapses between uses. This loss
of one day is necessary for the pick-up, inspections, and
delivery to another school.
The demand for glass slide projectors is much smaller.
Thirty-one schools have one in the building. The use of
that type material is small compared with motion pictures.
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Projectors and slides are sent out for a four or five day
period.
The film strip projector is available most of the
time. The library of film strips is small. Lack of funds
has prevented expansion in that direction.
Opaque projection is practical only when the projec-
tor is permanently located in the building. So few requests
come in for its use that it is loaned to one school where
the teachers are anxious to make regular use of it. Table V
shows the number of times projectors of all types were sent
out to schools in 1947.
TABLE V
Nm®EF OP TI^1ES PROJECTORS WERE SENT OUT
TO WORCESTER SCHOOLS PROM THE TEACHING AIDS CENTER
IN THE calendar YEAR 1947
Type of projector Number of times
sent out
Sound motion picture 257
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Building facilities and needs . The proper and full
use of audio-visual aids in the schools has been shackled
by the lack of building facilities. It is common knowledge
that unless the use of teaching aids is convenient and made
easy for the teacher, she will not go to the extra bother
necessary for their use. Also, if it is difficult and time
consuming to make a room ready for the use of an aid, the
value received by the pupils from the aid is outweighed by
the time wasted.
The tv/o essentials, other than equipment, for the
efficient use of projection materials are black curtains and
a convenient source of electricity. The ideal is to have
every classroom so equipped. Although no Worcester school
approaches the ideal, a relatively effective substitute is
provided in forty-one schools. Those schools have unused
classrooms or suitable basement rooms, or an assembly hall
that can be darkened for projection. In addition, those
same schools reported thirteen regular classrooms with black
curtains. Of the number of special projection rooms, twelve
lack convenient electrical outlets. Ceiling lights are the
only source of power. Not only is that method Inconvenient,
but it contains two elements of danger: (1) standing on a
ladder or desk to insert the plug may result in a fall; and
(2) in most instances, lighting fixture wiring is not heavy
enough to carry a one thousand watt load without overheating
’I
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the line. Twelve schoole without special projection rooms
reported a total of fourteen rooms with black curtains.
Pour of the twelve have inconvenient sources of power in
those rooms that can be darkened. In the twelve schools
mentioned above, a program of visual aids employing projec-
tion can not be completely successful or effective. The
necessity of interchanging classrooms is a disturbing and
distracting factor for all concerned. Crowded buildings
should have every classroom equipped with black curtains as
a first step toward effective use of projected materials.
Three schools reported no black curtains in any room. Those
three schools have used almost no projected visual aids withifi
the year covered by the survey. Projection in an undarkened
room is of little value.
The questionnaire v/as faulty in that it did not ask
for the total number of classrooms in each building with
convenient electrical outlets. Thirty-four schools reported
convenient electrical outlets for the rooms used for projec-
tion. Twenty- two reported the source as inconvenient in all
or some of the rooms used for projection.
Principals of forty-one schools stated that their
teachers would use more audio-visual aids if building
facilities were improved. Five reported building facilities
adequate, and ten did not answer the question. With the
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record player, recorder, and projected materials, every
classroom should have two convenient electrical outlets. i
The principals were asked to list improvements or
j
changes in building facilities that would make the use of
j
audio-visual aids more effective in their schools. There
were thirteen requests for black curtains for all classrooms,
and thirteen requests for black curtains in one or more
additional rooms. A total of twenty- two requested electri-
cal outlets in all classrooms. As previously mentioned,
there are twenty-two schools that do not have convenient
outlets for using projection materials. The only other
reasonable request asked that a door be cut through a wall
to eliminate the necessity for passing through a classroom
to enter the special projection room.
Suggested additions of materials and improvement of
service . Item twenty-six on the questionnaire asked princi-
pals to list the audio-visual equipment needs in their
buildings. Table VI summarizes the needs listed. In a
few buildings there is an apparent lack of interest in the
use of audio-visual aids, and a lack of knowledge of their
value in the classroom. Very little equipment is located
in those buildings, and the principals expressed no desire
for additional equipment.
In response to the item, '’Projection materials
offered by the Department of Audio-Visual Education fill,
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audio-visual equipment needs, as
LISTED BY THE PRINCIPALS OF WORCESTER’S
56 elementary SCHOOLS
Type of equipment Number of
times listed
Sound motion picture projector 25
Opaque projector S
Film strip projector 8
Glass slide projector 3
Portable screen 6
Wall type screen 7
Combination radio, recorder and record player 7
Combination radio and record player 2
Radio 4
Record player 1
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the needs of my teachers,” eighteen principals indicated
that it did not; ten omitted the item. When the principals
felt that the materials offered did not fill the needs,
they were asked to suggest specific films or areas of study
5.n which materials should be added. Elementary science was
listed most often. If health, nature study, foods, diet,
and hygiene were grouped together, the total was eighteen.
American history came next in frequency of listing. Several
stated that the Chronicles of America Photoplays should be
replaced by a better production v/lth sound. By grouping
ADierlcan history, historical places and characters, and
patriotic films, the category was mentioned fourteen times.
The next group included suggestions for materials on the
primary level, such as material correlated with reading,
primary health and safety, community helpers, fairy tales
and rhymes. Others listed less frequently included indus-
tries and occupations, music appreciation, upper grade
science, polar regions and Eskimo life, films dramatizing
literature, and transcriptions for use in language.
The final item on the questionnaire asked for sug-
gestions of ways to im.prove the services of the Audio-
Visual Education Department to the schools. In general,
most principals seemed to consider the service adequate and
satisfactory, as judged by the written comments. However,
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asked that a s^’^stem of delivery and pickup of films be
instituted. The suggestion merits consideration. At the
time of the study, relatively few films were delivered to
schools by the truckman. Schools ovming their ovm projec-
tors were expected to transport their films from their mail-
boxes at the School Department’s central office, and return
them to that office. Several suggested that more copies
of films in the library be obtained to insure availability
at the time teachers need particular films. Other sugges-
tions made, in order of frequency, were longer period
allowed for using the films instead of the present allowance
of one or two days, more sound projectors available for more
frequent use, and an increase in the personnel of the depart-
ment in order to free the director for conferences, and to
give him more time for adequate leadership and supervision.
Each of the suggestions enumerated above is valid.
Transportation of films should be provided. Second prints
of the films most in demand have been purchased. However,
second copies of more films are needed to fulfill all re-
quests at the time specified. Due to the limited supply of
projectors and films, and the heavy demand, it is necessary
to hold to the one or two day reservation period. Only an
Increase in the number of projectors and films will allevi-
ate the pressure and improve the situation.
The last suggestion, although mentioned by one
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principal only, deserves considerable attention. The
staff for the department consists of a full-time director
and a clerk who devotes approximately four-fifths of her
time to assisting the director. The remainder of her time
is devoted to mimeograph work. With such limited help, the
director finds it necessary to spend a large portion of his
time in the office attending to routine duties. A director's
time should be spent in schools assisting teachers in making
effective use of audio-visual aids.
II. THE QUESTIONNAIHE TO TEACHERS
The questionnaire to teachers had twenty-six items
requesting information on various phases of audio-visual
materials and methods. Questionnaires were returned by 521
elementary school teachers. That number included nearly
one hundred per cent of the full-time classroom teachers.
It may be assumed that the few teachers not returning the
questionnaire have little or no interest in the use of the
aids under investigation. The period covered by the survey
was the calendar year 1947.
Motion picture films . There were fifty-eight teachers
who reported no films shown to their classes. The much
larger group of 126 teachers reported from one to four films
seen. During the average year, the pupils in many class-
rooms view several films brought in by outside sponsors.
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such as the local or state safety officer, or the Worcester
Chamber of Commerce. Therefore, the remaining 337 teachers
were the only ones who could be considered as using motion
picture films as a teaching technique.
The total number of films viewed by classes during
the calendar year 1947 was reported as 7194. Since teachers
kept no record of films shown to their classes, that number
was only approximate and probably too high. If the Teaching
Aids Center had maintained an accurate record of the number
of classes viewing each film sent out, those figures would
have been valuable for this study. However, the director of
the department has always maintained that teachers should
not be required to furnish such statistical reports. In
general, the reports are of little value to anyone, and are
a nuisance to the teacher and the clerical force of the
department. Teachers should be encouraged to use the films
they need, when they need them, with as little inconvenience
as possible.
The high number of films seen by classes is signifi-
cant in that it proves beyond doubt that individual class-
room use of films is in the minority. Two or more classes
are viewing films together. Because a film is in the
building for one teacher’s use, other teachers take their
classes to see the film. The film might be of interest
to the other classes, but it is not an integral part of the
education
^ ^raiy
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unit or topic they are studying. Mass viewing of teaching
films should be discouraged and discontinued.
Preference for sound or silent films Item three
asked teachers to state their preference for sound or silent
films. An overwhelming majority expressed preference for
f
sound films. The number who made that choice was 446.
j
Fourteen indicated that they had no preference for one over
the other. Only thirty-seven had a definite preference
for silent films. Of that group, the majority were primary
grade teachers. There is some basis for this preference
among primary grade teachers. Some educators have questioned
the value of a verbal accompaniment with films for small
children. The writer has observed on many occasions that
lower primary grade pupils become so completely absorbed in
the action taking place on the screen that not a word of
the commentary is heard.
The following item asked the teachers to indicate
the preference of their pupils for sound or silent films.
I
The majority for sound films was even greater with the
pupils than with the teachers. In those ten cases where
the teacher indicated that her pupils preferred silent
films, there is a question as to whether or not the pupils
were consulted. There were five cases where the teacher
indicated her pupils had no preference. In no instance
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by a pupil preference for silent films, whereas the reverse
situation held in a number of cases.
With both teacher and pupil preference so definitely
in favor of sound films
,
an examination of the use of each
should be of Interest. Of the 7194 film uses reported,
4180 were sound films, and 3014 were silent films. Even
though sound was preferred by a great majority, silent films
were used in a proportion of three to four. The use of
sound films was reported by 392 teachers. Silent films
were used by 384 teachers. The reasons for the relatively ‘
frequent use of silent films, when compared with preference,
are as follows
:
1. Many more schools have equipment for silent projection
than for sound projection,
2. Silent projection requires less mechanical knowledge of
projectors
.
3. Silent films are available in subject areas not covered
by sound films. This is particularly true in the field
of history.
Projection of glass slides . Although thirty-two
schools own glass slide projectors, and two are available
at the Center, their use was not extensive. The 130
teachers reporting use of that medium projected 306 sets
of slides. Some schools own collections of slides, and
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effective use of pupil or teacher-made slides. There is
no other type of projection that gives as clear an image.
Even though the use of the glass slide projectors had in-
creased during the year of the study over preceding years,
the future is not likely to see wide use by many teachers.
Not one teacher, and only three principals, expressed a
desire to have a glass slide projector added to the visual
equipment of their schools. Except for projection of pupil
or teacher-made slides, the combination filmstrip and
2” X 2 " slide projector is a more practical and economical
instrument for projecting still pictures.
Projection of opaque materials . In theory, the
opaque projector should be the most useful of all projectors.
In practice, it is not. Even where they are available,
teachers make only limited use of them. The projector is
bulky and somewhat unwieldy, and requires a completely
darkened room for a bright image. In the twelve schools
where they are available, forty-eight teachers reported
that they had made use of them on 274 occasions. Such ex-
perience does not justify the purchase of additional opaque
projectors
.
Filmstrip projection . The filmstrip has received
less attention in the schools than any other medlxun of pro-
jection. The primary reason is lack of funds for expansion
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into that field. For portability, simplicity of projector
operation, general quality of image, economy, and ease of
distribution, the filmstrip is outstanding as a means of
visualizing teaching materials not requiring motion. The
expansion of use of motion pictures has been so rapid that
all available funds have, of necessity, been expended in
that field. No school owns a filmstrip projector. The
Center has one projector which is lent to schools on request.
No filmstrips have been purchased for use in the elementary
schools. The few located at the Center have been obtained
through gifts. Very little effort is made to distribute
them due to the lack of projectors. Even though seventy-
five teachers reported the use of 274 filmstrips, the major
portion of that number should be attributed to outside
sources. In many instances it was a safety lesson taught by
a police officer assigned to safety education in the schools.
The filmstrip will be an effective visual aid only when each
school has its own projector, and the Teaching Aids Center
maintains an extensive library of filmstrips.
A summary of all types of projection is shown in
Table VII.
Recordings The use of recordings in the classroom
is not new. But in recent years this method of bringing ex-
periences to children has undergone a tremendous change. The
change is due to the decrease in cost of the playback
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J^ATERIALS in THE 56
elementary SCHOOLS OP WORCESTER






Sound films 4180 392 75
Silent films 3014 446 86
Glass slides 306 130 25
Opaque materials 274 48 9
Pllmstrlps 138 75 14
instrument, the near-perfection of quality of reproduction
of sound by these instruments, and to the increased supply
of recordings made specially for classroom use. Educational
recordings are now being offered by some textbook companies
as a standard item. The recordings are so inexpensive that
individual schools can afford to build up a library.
Thirty-three schools reported owning their own record
player, thus leaving twenty-three schools without the regular
use of that teaching aid. Nevertheless, 374 teachers re-
ported the use of 5138 records. In many cases the number
was small. The few records played had been brought in by
the visiting music teachers, and were played in conjunction
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reported uses fell into the category of music Instruction or
music appreciation. Table VIII shows the diversity of use.
The kindergarten and primary teachers made greater use of
records than any other group.
TABLE VIII
PURPOSES FOR WHICH RECORDS
WERE PLAYED IN THE 56 ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS OP WORCESTER IN 1947
Purpose Number of
teachers reporting
Music appreciation, music Instruction,
instrument identification 299
Commemoration of holidays, seasonal
music, patriotism 77
Rhythms, folk dancing 65
Diction, reading, literature, poetry 55
Enjoyment and entertainment 32
Correlation with social studies units 23
physical education 20
Preparation for children’s concert
of the Worcester Music Festival 19
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Radlo . The use of the radio, as part of the elemen-
tary school curriculum, has never been studied seriously by
the supervisors or administrators. Some years ago, under a
'I
former superintendent, the use of radio in the classroom was
j
I
forbidden. That ban has never bean lifted officially.
j
Many teachers and principals are under the impression that
use of the radio during school hours is not an approved prac-
tice, and stated that fact on the questionnaire. Only
thirty-seven teachers reported that their classes had lis-
tened to the radio in school. Several teachers made it
clear that such listening was at recess time or outside the
regular classroom sessions. In all, only 174 instances of
use were reported. The occasion was usually one of out-
standing political or social significance. Therefore, the
use of radio in the classroom can not be considered as an
Important factor of the present teaching process.
On the question regarding out-of-school listening,
170 teachers reported that they had used it 2093 times.
7/hlle the number of teachers utilizing the radio in that
manner is considerably larger, it is clear that the majority
of the teachers do not consider it a valuable contribution
to education. It would be discouraging to the Columbia
Broadcasting Company to know that its "School of the Air"
program was mentioned only six times. On the other hand, it
is evident that some teachers are making consistent and
*1
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worthwhile use of selected educational and public service
programs. Table IX summarizes the brief comments of
teachers on the nature of programs listened to, and their
utilization in the classroom. If a teacher merely reported
directing pupils to a program, such reports were not in-
cluded in the tabulation. There is no clear-cut demarcation
between many of the items in the table; similar uses were
reported in different ways.
The recorder . Eight schools have equipment for re-
cording. However, their acquisition has been recent and use
limited. In answering the question regarding their use in
schools, teachers m.entioned the improvement of individual
speech and diction, choral verse, and class singing. In
preparing for the graduation exercises, one school recorded
parts of the exercises, and used the records as a basis for
criticism and improvement. The privilege of recording was
used in another school as an incentive for exceptional
achievement. A further use cited was in conjunction with a
culminating activity in a social studies unit. The kinder-
garten in another school made recordings of classroom activ-
ities and gave the records to parents as keepsakes. As
with any new tool of the teacher, it takes time for the
novelty to wear off and for the establishment of sound
classroom use. Teachers need guidance and assistance in
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SCHOOL TEACHERS OP Si?ORCESTER
Type of program or utilization Number of teachers
Oral or written reports for language 39
Discussion of Know Your Schools 33
Civics, and political events 21
Book reviews sponsored by
the Council for Children’s Reading 19
Current events and news 18
History and geography 17
Special events (Preedom Train) 14
Children’s stories programs 12
Science, weather, and nature 11
Children’s musical programs 7
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and methods of using films . As a general
ji
i
rule, teachers make their own selection of materials for '
Illustration. The selection of films for classroom use
should lie within the province of the teacher. Such Is not
always the fact. There ?/ere 222 teachers who reported that
they selected the films viewed by their classes. Plfty-two
teachers reported that films seen by their classes were se-
lected by other teachers. Selection by the principal was
reported ninety-nine times. Selection by a combination of
self, other teachers, and principal was reported by 120
teachers
.
The questionnaire was faulty at this point. In that
It was not specific. Teachers should have been requested to
check the one that applied generally to teaching films. It
was true In many cases that a combination of persons made the
selections. A principal might well have selected a film of
general Interest to several grades In his school to be used
In an assembly program, whereas the teachers were left free
to select teaching films. It should be noted that where the
selection was made exclusively by the principal, film use
was generally Infrequent. In the fifty-two cases where
selection was made exclusively by other teachers, there
should be criticism. The films could not have been closely
correlated with classroom work. It Is doubtful that the
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! time consumed did not result in as much learning as should
be expected. Films for teaching should always be selected
1
I
by the teacher whose class is to view it.
Selection of films, correlation with the topic being
studied, and class preparation before viewing are closely
related and interv/oven. With regard to correlation, 346
teachers reported that films were closely correlated with
the topic being studied at the time; and 108 reported that
films were not closely correlated. In the item requesting
information on class preparation before seeing films, 195
teachers reported that their classes were always prepared,
i
258 reported preparation as the usual thing, and five stated
that their pupils were never prepared. If a film is selected
by a teacher for a definite purpose, she prepares her class.
When 258 teachers indicated that their pupils were usually
prepared beforehand, they were actually stating that there
were many occasions on which their pupils were not prepared.
The answers given by teachers to the correlation item and
to the class preparation item are definitely inconsistent.
The large number of teachers (346) claiming close correla-
tion does not coincide with the smaller number (195) v/ho in-
dicated preparation of classes.
Another criterion on which to base effectiveness of
the use of films is the manner by which classes see films.
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as a single class or with other classes. The siimmary of the
reports showed only fifty-one classes viewing films by them-
selves, 334 teachers reported their classes seeing films
with other classes, and 111 reported a combination of the
two procedures. This whole problem is tied in closely with
film selection. Not until each teacher selects all the
teaching films for use with her class will she insist that
the pupils in her class view films by themselves, and not
as a part of a moving picture show audience. Under the con-
ditions, as they were at the time of the study, it was not
,
always practicable to have individual classroom showings.
When buildings are adequately equipped with dark curtains,
electrical outlets, and sound projectors, and when the
library of films becomes large enough to supply all films
when requested, individual classroom showing should be the
rule •
The next item asked teachers to state their preference
as to whether they want their classes to see films by them-
selves or with other classes. The answers were disappointing.
It was anticipated that every good teacher would state a
preference for single class showings. Only 143 made that
choice; 198 stated a preference for viewing with other
classes; and 129 teachers indicated that they have no choice,
or that they approve both methods. Some members of the last
group undoubtedly want to see strictly teaching films as a
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class unit of work, and see general Interest films with
other classes. By disregarding the last group completely,
there are still 198 teachers who want their pupils to see
films with other classes. The necessity for in-service train-
ing in the use of visual aids is evident and must not be dis-
regarded.
In the matter of projector operation, the practices
vary widely throughout the city. The ideal situation is
one in which the principal, all teachers, and selected older
pupils are all capable of projector operation. A supervising
principal should not feel it his duty to operate a projector
for every classroom in his school, nor should any teacher be
expected to operate the projector for other teachers. Exper-
ience has shown that selected pupils in grades six through
eight can do satisfactory projection work. In some schools
there is too much dependence on pupil operators. Pupils
should not be taken from regular classroom work to run the
projector for the primary grade teachers. The most practical
procedure is when members of a projection club or group make
all necessary preparations for projection during free time,
and turn over the job of actual projection to the classroom
teacher. In grades six through eight, pupils should attend
to the preparation and projection. Nevertheless, the teacherji
should know the mechanics of projection, and feel a respon-
sibility for flawless projection for their classes. Results
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of the questionnaire show that pupils are responsible for
i
projection in seventeen schools; a combination of principal, '
teachers, and pupils in ten schools; teachers and pupils in
j
ten schools; principal and pupils in five schools; teachers
;>
in four schools; principal and teachers in three schools;
j|
principal in three schools; in two schools the custodian does
most of the projecting; and in the remaining two schools, no
one operates projectors. The films that were shown in the
last two mentioned were brought in by outsiders who furnished
their own projectionist.
Films obtained from outside sources . No school sys-
tem film library should attempt to own a print of every film
that teachers might request. It is practical to rent or
borrow films that are requested infrequently. The Teaching
Aids Center fills requests for outside films whenever pos-
sible. Some principals and teachers borrow directly from
outside sources. A total of 699 showings was reported by
181 teachers. The figure seems impressive, but a large
proportion of those should be attributed to films on traffic
safety that were obtained from, the Registry of Motor Vehicles
and projected by an employee of the Registry.
Building facilities for projection . On the question
of adequacy of building facilities for projection, teachers
did not give as thorough attention to the item as did their
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among the teachers as to v/hether the facilities in their
schools are adequate or not. The majority in thirty-seven
schools indicated approval of present conditions. In nine-
teen schools one -half or more of the teachers checked that
improvement is needed. The complete tabulation shows 308
teachers reporting adequate building facilities, and 171
teachers reporting inadequate facilities. It is evident
that principals have more enlightened knowledge of what
constitutes adequate building facilities than do their
teachers. In some schools where facilities are reasonably
good, and films are used extensively, the teachers asked for
improvements. In other schools where facilities are poor,
and teachers are not using films to any considerable extent,
they seem satisfied. The foregoing is not a criticism, but
rather a proof that teachers do not understand the use of
projection materials, and that in-service training is nec-
essary.
Teachers were asked to make suggestions for improve-
ment of building facilities. Black curtains in more rooms
headed the list with thirty-four teachers suggesting it.
Thirty teachers asked for electrical outlets in all rooms.
Following closely was the suggestion that black curtains be
installed in all rooms. Twenty-one teachers asked for sound
projectors for building use. Nine asked for filmstrip pro-
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Suggested additions to the film library . No person
could know the needs for visual materials better than the
teacher who desires to use them. The Teaching Aids Center
distributed catalogues to all schools listing and describing
all the films and slides available to teachers. The teachers
were asked in the questionnaire if the materials listed in
the catalogue fill their needs. The 280 who indicated that
the materials listed fill their needs made no further com-
ment. Those who indicated that their needs are not filled
(there were 122 in that group) were asked to suggest speci-
fic subjects or areas of study that should be added. Table
X shows those items most frequently suggested. Those ap-
pearing less frequently were civics, colored slides for
primary stories and science, home life, sportsmanship, man-
ners, practical uses of mathematics, arts and crafts, shelter,
ancient history, and the Crusades.
Suggestions for improving the service to teachers .
By including an item requesting criticism of present service,
and asking for suggestions for improvement, it was hoped
that many worthwhile ideas would be submitted. Fifty- three
suggestions were made. The most frequent was for delivery
of films to the schools. Other suggestions made by several
teachers were as follows: more copies of certain popular
films, order as needed Instead of advsmced booking, more
j^octscr oil . thb^
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SUBJECTS AND AREAS OP STUDY IN WHICH VISUAL
MATERIALS SHOULD BE ADDED, ACCORDING TO SUGGESTIONS
MADE BY WORCESTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS
Subject or area of study Number of teachers
making the suggestion
Primary films for nature study,
stories, fairy tales, community helpers 40
Geography films on America and
foreign countries 26
Science and nature study for





Eskimos and polar regions 12
Health, nutrition, and cleanliness 12
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projectors and films available for more frequent use, and a
graded list of films. One teacher suggested that every
r
school be provided with a sturdy projector stand to eliminate!
the danger to pupils and projectors. In many buildings make-
shift stands are used. Those stands are dangerous, and
usually too low. The only unreasonable suggestion submitted
was that the director go to schools to operate the sound pro-
jector.
In-service training . At the suggestion of the Super-
intendent of Schools, an item was included in the question-
naire asking if teachers would attend a series of conferences
(without credit) or a regular course (with semester hours
credit) on audio-visual education conducted by a recognized
authority in the field, beginning October, 1948. There were
206 teachers who indicated that they would attend a series
of conferences, and eighty-two are interested in a credit
course. Some of those selecting the course did so with
reservations regarding number of hours credit, institution
at which credit would be accepted, and convenience. The
analysis of the questionnaire results leaves no doubt that
a vigorous program of in-service training in the use of
audio-visual aids is essential if the program is to be effec-
tive. The situation is not local; every authority in the
field has made a similar statement regarding the country as
a whole. Audio-visual aids are here to stay. Their quality
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is constantly Improving. Classroom use has not kept pace
with the technical advancement.
r : V
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The use of audio-visual aids in the classroom is not
a passing fad. It is a development and an advancement in
line with the modern theories of education. The modern
school attempts to prepare children for life through experi-
ences. Direct experiences are often impossible or impracti-
cal. Vicarious experiences must be substituted. Audio-
visual aids serve that purpose.
As with many new techniques of teaching, audio-visual
aids have been accepted by some teachers and ignored by
others. Among the group which accepted the aids are those
who use them blindly, not understanding the psychological
foundations upon which use must be based. Their true worth
is realized only when used for a definite purpose and with
careful integration.
The use of the audio-visual aids investigated in this
study has undergone rapid grov/th. That growth has not been
sound in all its aspects. Too much emphasis has been direc-
ted toward quantity of use, and too little toward quality.
The mechanics of the program have commanded the attention
rather than the actual utility. This study has brought to
light some of the shortcomings of the audio-visual aids
.'f'' " y
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program in Worcester. Perfection can not be attained at
once, if ever. The proper approach is the formulation of a
definite plan for Improvement. Such a plan should set up
goals that are within the financial ability of the school
department to pay. All cannot be accomplished in one or two
years j but steps toward that goal can be taken each year.
The first part of the plan should be the improvement
of building facilities to make more effective the use of
audio-visual materials and equipment already available. It
is not advocated that the improvements begin with School A
and progress through the system to School Z. A more logical
procedure would bo to make the necessary improvements first
in the schools utilizing the materials as effectively as
possible under the existing difficulties. Overcrowded
schools should receive priority. In those schools, each
room should be equipped with black curtains and one conveni-
ent electrical outlet. If the additional expense is not
too great, each room should have two electrical outlets, one
at the back of the room and another at the front. In any
plan for new building construction, two outlets should be
standard. There are approximately one third of the rooms
used for projection without a convenient source of electri-
cal power. Overhead lighting fixtures furnish the only
source. A wall outlet should be installed in each of those
rooms
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Audio-visual equipment would be a more expensive item
in the budget. Many schools have considerable sums of money
belonging to the individual schools. Others have parent
groups ready and anxious to contribute substantial amounts
for extra equipment that would be used for the benefit of
the pupils. Both those sources can be used to provide equip
ment. But the school system has no ethical right to expect
to have all equipment furnished in that manner. The school
budget should provide funds to pay at least part of the cost
in every instance, and to pay all the cost where necessary.
As a temporary measure, the addition of one more sound pro-
jector to the equipment distributed from the Teaching Aids
Center would result in more frequent availability to several
schools. Another essential piece of equipment that should
be furnished to every school still without one is a suit-
able projector stand.
The filmstrip is often the best method of visualizing
study material. It has the advantage of economy, compact-
ness, and simplicity of projector operation. Somewhere in
the plan for the future, the filmstrip should hold an impor-
tant position as a method of illustration. Its use is not
practical unless every school owns its own projector, and
an extensive library of filmstrips is available. To put
such a program into operation would require the expenditure
of several thousand dollars. This part of the program
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should not be started until after the fulfillment of more
pressing needs.
The finest equipment is of little value without the
teaching materials to use with it. Although the library of
films contains nearly two hundred titles, with second prints
of a few, it is impossible to fill many of the requests for
films. Additional second prints of several titles should be
purchased. There are several areas of study v/here film
material is entirely absent. Those gaps mentioned by the
principals on page 48, and by the teachers as shown in Table
X on page 68, should be filled as soon as possible. Some
of the old silent films are definitely out of date. They
should be replaced v/lth better productions in sound. Tea-
chers continue to use silent films, not from preference,
but because the material is not available to them in a sound
version. Advanced booking for a semester is a necessity
with the present limited supply of projectors and films.
Approximately 80^^ of all films used are booked at the begin-
ning of a semester. That method is not the best. Teachers
should have the privilege of ordering films so that their
use will be perfectly timed for maximum contribution.
The use of radio and recordings in the classroom is
on the increase. As with projection, they will not become
an integral part of classroom procedure until each building
has its own radio and record player, until each room has a
A.
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convenient electrical outlet, and until the teachers become
aware of the unique contribution each is capable of making.
A committee of teachers and supervisors should make a study
j
of the possibilities of classroom use of each. The findings
1
of the committee should serve as a guide to all classroom I
teachers. If recordings are to be used, guidance is needed
in their selection. A graded list should be compiled, from
which teachers in individual schools might select material
to fill their needs. A central library of recordings is
not recommended. Recordings are relatively Inexpensive.
Each school should maintain its own library, thus eliminating
transportation and some breakage.
If it were possible to accomplish all the desired
building improvements, and to obtain all the audio-visual
equipment and materials thought desirable within a year, it
would constitute no guarantee for more or better learning
on the part of the pupils./ Audio-visual aids do not teach.
They assist the skillful tocher in attaining the goals of
education. She is the crux of the situation. Prom the evi-
dence submitted, it is apparent that many teachers are not
aware of the value of a well integrated utilization of
audio-visual materials Others are using the aids, but
lack the skill necessary for obtaining maximum benefit.
This lack of knowledge and skill is not to be wondered at.
That teachers have accomplished as much as they have
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deserves commendation. State Teachers’ Colleges have done
nothing in the past to prepare their students for using
audio-visual aids of the types considered here. It has been
mentioned previously that professional journals have pub-
lished considerable material on the subject. Those journals
and bulletins have been of help to those who read them.
Some teachers have taken graduate or extension courses in
audio-visual education. Yet, the fact remains that the
great majority needs assistance. Fortunately, the teachers
realize their own need for growth in that direction. When
206 teachers indicated that they would attend a series of
conferences on the subject, and 82 indicated that they would
be interested in attending a credit course if one could be
arranged in Worcester, it is a certainty that those teachers
have faith that the use of audio-visual aids in their class-
rooms, based on knowledge, will produce better learning by
their pupils.
The whole supervisory staff, as well as the Director
of Audio-Visual Education, must be constantly on the alert
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